SAFETY MATTERS

Safety Starts with You
Electricity plays many roles in our lives, from powering baby monitors, cell phones and
lighting, to running HVAC systems and appliances. No wonder we get so comfortable with
its instant availability that when we flip a switch, we expect most systems or devices to do the
job.
May is National Electrical Safety Month and here at Rosebud Electric, we think it’s a great
time to look around your home and check for potential safety hazards.
Remember, every electrical device has a purpose and a service lifespan. While we can extend
their operations with maintenance and care, none of them are designed to last or work
forever. When electricity is involved, failures can present electrical hazards that might be
avoided with periodic inspections.

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters
Outdoor outlets or those in potentially damp locations in a kitchen, bathroom or laundry
room often include GFCI features. They are designed to sense abnormal current flows,
breaking the circuit to prevent potential electric shocks from devices plugged into the outlets.
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The average GFCI outlet is designed to last about 10 years, but in areas prone to electrical
storms or power surges, they can wear out in five years or less. Check them frequently by
pressing the red test button. Make sure you hit the black reset button when you are done.
Contact a licensed electrician to replace any failing GFCI outlets.

Loose or Damaged Outlets or Switches
Unstable electrical outlets or wall switches with signs of heat damage or discoloration can
offer early warnings of potential shock or electrical fire hazards. Loose connections can allow
electrical current arcing. If you see these warning signs, it may be time to contact an electrician.

Surge Protectors
Power strips with surge protectors can help safeguard expensive equipment like televisions,
home entertainment systems and computer components from power spikes. Voltage spikes
are measured in joules, and surge protectors are rated for the number of joules they can effectively absorb. That means if your surge protector is rated at 1,000 joules, it should be replaced
when it hits or passes that limit. When the limit is reached, protection stops, and you’re left
with a basic power strip.
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Some surge protectors include indicator lights that flicker to warn you when they’ve stopped
working as designed, but many do not. If your electrical system takes a major hit, or if you
don’t remember when you bought your surge protector, replacement may be the best option.

Extension Cords
If you use extension cords regularly to connect devices and equipment to your wall
outlets, you may live in an underwired home. With a growing number of electrical devices
connecting your family to the electricity you get from Rosebud Electric, having enough
outlets in just the right spots can be challenging. Remember, extension cords are designed for
temporary, occasional or periodic use.
If an extension cord gets noticeably warm when in use, it could be undersized for the
intended use. If it shows any signs of frayed, cracked or heat-damaged insulation, it should
be replaced. If the grounding prong is missing, crimped or loose, a grounded cord will not
provide the protection designed into its performance. And always make sure that extension
cords used in outdoor or potentially damp locations are rated for exterior use.
Electricity is an essential necessity for modern living and Rosebud Electric is committed to
providing safe, reliable and affordable power to all of our members. We hope you’ll keep
these electrical safety tips in mind so that you can note any potential hazards before damage
occurs.
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Now in stock at the
Gregory office!
Call 835-9624 today!
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BILLING NEWS

Budget Billing Can Level
Out Your Monthly Bill
Does it seem like you always get your largest electric bill just when you are trying to save
a little extra cash for the holidays? If so, the budget billing program at Rosebud Electric
is just the program for you.
Budget billing offers a systematic way to distribute your energy costs over 12 monthly
payments. To get started all you have to do is contact the Gregory office now. Budget
billing will commence on July 1 of each year.
The monthly budget payment is based on averaging the previous calendar year use of
electricity. Budget billing does require that members do make their payments when
they are due or they are subject to removal from the budget billing plan. Accounts
are reviewed during the course of the year to determine whether the member’s usage
remains in the limits of the estimates. If not, it can be adjusted. Those already on budget
billing from the previous year will receive a letter with their June billing notifying them
of their new budget amount.
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You can also take advantage of the direct payment plan which takes your bill directly out
of your checking account. You will still receive a bill in the mail, but it will be marked
“paid through your bank.”
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If you are interested in either of these programs, please contact the Gregory office by
phone 1-888-646-9304 or mail us at PO Box 439, Gregory, SD 57533.
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Notice of Summer Office Hours
Summer office hours will be from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
starting on May 22 and ending on Aug. 26, 2019

Kinzer Job Shadows
at Rosebud Electric
On March 21 and 22, Colome High School
Senior Jackson Kinzer job shadowed with
the linemen at Rosebud Electric. Jackson is
enrolled in the Power Line Program at MTI
for the fall of 2019 and wanted to get some
insight in the career he is about to pursue.
He was able to see what the linemen do to
prepare for a job and what materials are
used for each job; this will give him a better
understanding in the Power Line Program
this fall. His parents are Mark and Linda
Kinzer of Colome.

Material Clerk Garry Wetzler shows Jackson
some of the material used by Rosebud
Electric to supply power to its consumers.

Rosebud Electric encourages students who
are thinking about a career in the electrical
industry to contact us for more information
or to set up a time in which they can come
and job shadow our employees.
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Powering Up After an Outage
When the power goes out, we expect it to be restored within a few hours.
But when a major storm or natural disaster causes widespread damage,
extended outages may result. Our line crews work long, hard hours to restore
service safely to the greatest number of members in the shortest time
possible. Here’s how we get to work when you find yourself in the dark:
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1. High-Voltage Transmission Lines:

Transmission towers and cables supply power to transmission
substations (and thousands of members), and they rarely fail. But
when damaged, these facilities must be repaired before other parts
of the system can operate.

2. Distribution Substation:

A substation can serve hundreds or thousands of members. When a
major outage occurs, our line crews inspect substations to determine
if problems stem from transmission lines feeding into the substation,
the substation itself or if problems exist further down the line.

3. Main Distribution Lines:

If the problem cannot be isolated at a distribution substation,
distribution lines are checked. These lines carry power to large
groups of members in our local communities.

4. Tap Lines:

If local outages persist, supply lines (also known as tap lines) are
inspected. These lines deliver power to transformers, either mounted
on poles or placed on pads for underground service, outside
businesses, schools and homes.

5. Service Lines:

If your home remains without power, the service line between a
transformer and your residence may need to be repaired. If you
experience an outage, please give us a call so we can isolate the
issue.
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